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The Steward Part 3 To Those Who Hear

The disciples asked Jesus Why He spoke to the people in parables and He answered them saying
"Because to you it has been given to know the mysteries of the Kingdom, but to them it has not
been given". 

 

This here thenÂ coincidesÂ with "of those born among women there is noneÂ greater than John
the baptist, but he who is least in the kingdom is greater than he". That it is thoseÂ who are looking
to time as a dispenser of the things of God to be manifest in physical matter the things of God, they
are blinded because it is by revelation that we receive the things of God. Not a date on
theÂ calendar..Â 

Â 

Jesus then quotes a truth from Isaiah saying "In them the words of Isaiah are active that "hearing
with their ears they shall not hear and seeing with their eyes they will not see because it is the
heart of this people that isÂ callousÂ and covered. Because they cannot see with their eyes
orÂ hear with their ears the things they need to understand with their heart to turn so that I could
heal them".

Â 

Herein lies another proof as to why the 2nd coming seeker message is a hoax. It is all visual
related to time and matter for because you cannot perceive it with the eyes and ears in your head,
you cannot get it. Flat out the words of Christ not mine "lest they should understand with their heart
and not the physical eyes and ears for then I will heal them. And as long as you hold to a future
physical event to be seen with the carnal senses, your heart is hardened to the Spirit whisking
around you as we speak, saying "Whenever one hears the gospel of the Kingdom and they try to
perceive it with their carnal senses (translate into time and matter) the wicked one comes along
and snatches away what is sown in the heart". For he tells you the kingdom is later and you
disbelieve the gospel of the Kingdom.

But it is the least of the little ones in the kingdom that are greater than any forward speaking
prophet with another word of Jesus saying "for assuredly I say to you that many prophets and good
men desire to see what we see and hear what we hear and cannot hear it and it is the 2nd coming
seeker that can only give you the deer in the headlight look when you tell them the Kingdom of God
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is right now, for they cannot see it with their calloused hearts and turn for then they would be
healed and see it now. For this is what repentance is. Open your heart for only those who
areÂ circumcisedÂ of heart is a trueÂ believer. (Romans 2.29) and a receiver of the Kingdom.

Â 

You say "Oh but that sounds too simple. For surely you cannotÂ believeÂ that". "Oh I fear lest
Satan has turned you away from the simplicity that is in JesusÂ Christ". In you this saying is filled
to the full.

Â 

This is not aÂ foreignÂ concept to Paul for He prayed for his followers saying "that the God and
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ would give to you theÂ Spirit of wisdom andÂ revelationÂ in the
knowledge of Him. That theÂ eyesÂ of yourÂ understandingÂ may be opened to realize the extent
ofÂ yourÂ heavenlyÂ calling (follow me that where I am you may be also) what are the riches of the
Glory (father I have given them the Glory that you have given Me) which we are the heirs of as
saints in the light. This should not be strange or future. It is now. Open your hearts

Â 

So then for us who perceive with the heart it brings forth fruit, it becomes the new reality bearing
fruit some a hundredfold some sixty some thirty all eternal.Â 

Â 

Behold the Kingdom of God! Repent and believe the good news.
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